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The results of a recent survey con-
ducted by the University of Dayton Stu-
dent Government Association regard-
ing the university’s alcohol policy have 
raised concerns about students’ knowl-
edge of “mitigating circumstances.”  
The term refers to the alcohol vio-
lation policy that provides protection 
from disciplinary action for students 
who “seek assistance for their fellow 
students who may be in medical dan-
ger” as well as for the student in need 
of care, according to the 2013-2014 UD 
Student Handbook.     
The SGA survey, which was con-
ducted via surveymonkey.com, asked 
students if  they were “familiar with 
the definition of  mitigating circum-
stances.”  Of  the 64 respondents, 25 
percent replied “Yes” and 75 percent 
replied “No,” according to the survey.
Jessica Hoelting, conduct coordi-
nator in Community Standards and 
Civility, said mitigating circumstances 
is outlined in the student handbook un-
der the alcohol policy.
“Mitigating circumstances encour-
ages students to call for assistance if  
their friend is in a state where they 
know that they need attention, most 
likely medical. The outcome of  that 
call is that the student that calls [UD] 
Public Safety will not be documented 
should they appear to be intoxicated,” 
Hoelting said.
“The student that the caller sought 
attention for will be documented but 
any punitive monetary fees will be 
waived,” Hoelting said.  
Hoelting explained while monetary 
fees are waived for the student being 
assisted, other behavioral consequenc-
es such as mandatory alcohol classes 
or hearings can still be enforced under 
the mitigating circumstances policy.  
A fifth-year mechanical engineering 
major, who asked not to be identified, 
said he received a monetary fine after 
being transported to the hospital for an 
incident in October 2010.  He said he 
received enough disciplinary points to 
place him on probation for the remain-
der of the year.  
Hoelting explained that mitigating 
circumstances apply even if  agencies 
other than Public Safety are called. 
She said the recipient of  the call re-
cords the name of the student seeking 
assistance and uses that documenta-
tion to determine who called.  
Flyer News surveyed a sample of  
58 students, inquiring their familiar-
ity with the mitigating circumstances 
policy, its terminology, and whether 
the potential for disciplinary action for 
alcohol violations have ever factored 
into a decision to call public safety for 
themselves or another.  
Of those surveyed, 11 individuals, or 
19 percent of respondents, immediately 
knew the meaning of the phrase “miti-
gating circumstances.” Of those, six 
were current or former resident assis-
tants or student neighborhood fellows. 
When the policy was briefly ex-
plained, 83 percent (48 of  those sur-
veyed), claimed to be acquainted with 
the policy, though they were unfamil-
iar with its administrative name.  Of  
those unaware of  the nature of  the 
policy, eight were freshman and two 
were sophomores.  
When asked if the possibility of dis-
ciplinary action ever influenced a de-
cision to call public safety, 19 percent 
of respondents said it had.  The SGA 
survey asked a similar question and 
received a similar response: The ques-
tion, “Have you ever been afraid to help 
an intoxicated friend because you were 
afraid of consequences?” received a 23 
percent positive and a 77 percent nega-
tive response.  
Freshman international studies 
major Claire Sanfilippo said she was 
unaware of what the term meant by it-
self.  However, she said she was aware 
of the policy with regard to calling for 
help for a friend while you yourself  
may be intoxicated.   
“I was made aware of  the policy 
with regard to alcohol by AlcoholEdu,” 
Sanfilippo said. 
Chris Schramm, associate vice pres-
ident of student development and dean 
of students, said she believes most stu-
dents have a similar understanding of  
the policy.  
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University of Dayton redshirt junior guard Jordan Sibert (24) shoots a free throw 
during an exhibition game against Ryerson University, Saturday, Oct. 26, at UD 
Arena. UD won 89-62. ETHAN KLOSTERMAN/PHOTO EDITOR 
Graphic by MEGHAN OSTERMUELLER/ART DIRECTOR




This week’s Thursday Night Live will fea-
ture live music from the Music Therapy 
Club. The event will take place Thursday, 
Nov. 7, at 8 p.m. at the ArtStreet Cafe. 
For more information, contact ArtStreet 
at (937) 229- 5101.
photogrAphy exhibit 
opens thursdAy
The opening reception for the Citizens 
of the World Photography Exhibit will 
take place Thursday, Nov. 7, from 6 to 8 
p.m. at ArtStreet. The event will include 
international cuisine and an awards cer-
emony at 6:30 p.m. The exhibit features 
student and faculty photography from 
their experiences abroad. It runs through 
Dec. 13.
FridAy Film FeAtures 
‘mAde in indiA’
ArtStreet will screen the film “Made in In-
dia” Friday, Nov. 8 at 8 p.m. in ArtStreet 
Studio B. The documentary discusses 
human experiences behind the “out-
sourcing” of surrogate mothers to India 
and how this causes a clash of families 
in the midst of reproductive technology 
and choice from a global perspective. 
Join filmmaker Rebecca Haimowitz for a 




Join the community for the Kristallnacht 
Candlelight Ceremony Monday, Nov. 11, 
at 5 p.m. in the Immaculate Conception 
Chapel. This is the 5th Annual Obser-
vance  of “The Night of Broken Glass” in 
1938, which marked the beginning of 
the Holocaust. The World Music Choir 
will perform at the event.
dcdc hosts AFricAn 
dAnce And drum circle
The Dayton Contemporary Dance Com-
pany will hold an African Dance and 
Drum Circle Wednesday, Nov. 13, at 7 
p.m. in ArtStreet Studio D. Participants 
will experience the communal spirit of 
African dance and explore the cultures 
of Mali and Senegal. The event is fit for 
both beginners and advanced dancers. 
No pre-registration is necessary.
students shAre work 
At pechA kuchA slAm
English Composition students will com-
pete in a Pecha Kucha Slam Tuesday, 
Nov. 12, at 7 p.m. in the Sears Recital 
Hall. Pecha Kucha is a presentation style 
in which 20 slides are shown for 20 sec-
onds each, creating a fast-paced, lively 
performance. During the presentations, 
students will share their thoughts on 




whAley wins rAce For 
dAyton mAyor
Nan Whaley won the race for mayor 
for the city of Dayton with 8,893 votes, 
beating opponent A.J. Wagner, who 
had 6,803 votes. Whaley has said the 
city has made progress in reducing 
crime and taking care of structures no 
longer in use. Whaley will replace Gary 
Leitzell as mayor and will begin her 
four-year term in January. 
.
Information from whiotv.com. 
mAn wields crossbow, 
swAt teAm responds
A man armed with a crossbow 
threatened police Saturday, prompting 
them to call in a SWAT team. Police 
responded to a report of a suicidal 
subject at a home in Hamilton when the 
man inside threatened officers with a 
crossbow, saying he would kill anyone 
who came in the home. A family 
member was also in the home and had 
locked herself in a room upstairs. The 
SWAT team secured the home and the 
man surrendered himself to police after 
an hour and a half.
Information from whiotv.com
mAn pleAds guilty to 
hAving sex with pool 
toy
Edwin Tobergta, of Hamilton, was 
sentenced to 11 months in prison 
Tuesday, Nov. 5 for public indecency. 
He was arrested June 15 for stepping 
out his back door naked and having 
“sexual relations with a rubber pool 
float,” according to a Hamilton police 
report. Tobergta has been convicted 
three times before for the same offense 
with similar circumstances.
Information from daytondailynews.com
FAn injured by hot 
dog sues royAls
A man is suing the Kansas City Royals 
after he was struck in the eye by a hot 
dog thrown by the team’s mascot. John 
Coomer, 53, was injured by a 4-ounce, 
foil-wrapped wiener at a game in 2009. 
The incident required him to have two 
surgeries totaling $4,800 in medi-
cal expenses. His lawsuit seeks “over 
$20,000” from the team. The Missouri 
Supreme Court is currently reviewing 
the case.
Information from sportsillustrated.com
mAyor oF toronto 
Admits to smoking 
crAck
Toronto Mayor Rob Ford, 44, told 
reporters Tuesday, Nov. 5 he has 
smoked crack cocaine after investiga-
tors recovered video of Ford showing 
him smoking a crack pipe. Toronto 
city council member John Filion has 
introduced a motion to remove many 




An all-night search in New Jersey’s 
Westfield Garden State Plaza Mall en-
sued after 20-year-old Richard Shoop 
entered the mall with a loaded rifle 
and opened fire. Hundreds of shop-
pers were trapped for hours as police 
searched for Shoop, who was dressed 
in all black and wore a helmet. Police 
found Shoop dead of a self-inflicted 
wound after six hours of searching. No 




Nine skydivers in Wisconsin 
miraculously survived when their plane 
collided with another plane 12,000 
feet in the air. The group and the pilot 
were able to jump from the exploding 
wreckage and landed safely, capturing 
the entire incident with cameras on 
the divers’ helmets. The other plane 




sAves newborn bAby 
Jade, a German Shepherd in Bir-
migham, England, is credited with sav-
ing the life of a newborn left in a park. 
Roger Wilday, Jade’s owner, said they 
were walking in the park when Jade 
suddenly sprinted toward some bushes, 
laid down next to a carrier bag and 
refused to return to her owner. Wilday 
approached the bag and found the 
abandoned newborn, who was later 
named Jade in honor of her canine 
rescuer. 
Information from huffingtonpost.com
mother deFends child’s 
kkk costume
A Virginia mother allowed her son to 
wear a Ku Klux Klan costume for Hal-
loween, claiming it is a family tradition. 
The costume included a full-length white 
robe and full-faced white hood and at-
tracted media attention when a photo 
was posted on Facebook. The mother 
claimed there was nothing wrong with 
the costume when confronted about it, 
saying her brother wore it when he was 
younger. 
Information from huffingtonpost.comSOURCE: WebSudoku.com
difficulty|hard
Participants run down Evanston Street in the Delta Sigma Pi Autumn Air 5K, Nov. 2. Proceeds from the race ben-
efited the Miami Valley chapter of the Alzheimer’s Association. 
CHRIS SANTUCCI/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER
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PUBLIC MEETINGS 
SUNDAY AT 6PM
 IN KU BALLROOM
Pre-law day gives students 
insider tips for admission
Law school admission representa-
tives from nearly 50 schools across 
the country met at the University of  
Dayton Tuesday, Oct. 29, for a series of  
activities, including a mock law class 
and admission panels, hosted by the 
UD Prelaw Program designed to pre-
pare students for law school. 
The law fair began at 9:00 a.m. in 
Kennedy Union where students en-
gaged in a mock trial law school course 
lectured by UD law professor Dennis 
Greene. From 11 a.m. to 2 p.m., law 
school representatives gathered in KU 
ballroom and were seated at tables to 
display pamphlets, email signups, busi-
ness cards and additional information 
pertaining to the specific school. 
Schools represented at the event 
included Case Western Reserve Uni-
versity, Elon University, Notre Dame, 
Marquette University, Ohio Northern 
University, Pennsylvania State Univer-
sity, University of Kentucky, Universi-
ty of Louisville, University of Tennes-
see, University of Cincinnati, the Ohio 
State University and more. 
“As a junior, you want to be focus-
ing on where you want to practice, get-
ting good grades and studying for the 
LSAT,” said Elizabeth Mischke, Uni-
versity of  Tennessee College of  Law 
graduate recruiter. 
Mischke said some aspects of  the 
application process vary for each 
school, but the general requirements 
are all the same - GPA, LSAT score, let-
ters of recommendation and personal 
statement. 
Janet Hein, Indiana University 
Maurer School of Law director of ad-
missions, Jerome Organ, University 
of St. Thomas School of Law professor 
and John Stiles, University of Cincin-
nati College of Law associate director 
of admissions & financial aid, paneled 
a mock admissions committee meeting 
in KU. 
“A small thing to pay attention to 
when looking at applications is if  you 
are a good employee,” Organ said. 
“That shows that you are hardworking 
and dependable.” 
Hein said a student should submit 
two to four letters of  recommenda-
tions, two from professors and one 
from an employer. The panel added 
that a fourth letter of recommendation 
may sometimes be “too much” and can 
hurt the applicant. 
The panel proceeded to talk about 
applicants personal statements. 
Hein said she would look at an ap-
plicant’s motivation and passion for the 
school when deciding admission. Hein 
said an applicant should not submit 
the same personal statement to each 
school and should rather write a spe-
cific personal statement for each school 
instead. 
Organ said a student should express 
why the school is attractive and how he 
or she will contribute to it.
When evaluating an applicant’s past 
behavioral issues, the panel said it is 
OK to get speeding or parking tickets 
now and then. However, the panel said 
if an applicant’s unacceptable behavior 
shows trends, it will hurt the applicant. 
Sophomore political science and 
psychology major Haley Roach said 
she found the admission panel infor-
mative because it provided an opportu-
nity for her to see what happens after 
the school receives a prospective stu-
dent’s application. She said the panel 
also helped determine what a student 
should put on their resume or personal 
statement to increase his or her chanc-
es of admission. 
“Pre-Law Day and grad week in 
general helps the university and its 
students by introducing them to the 
possibility of  further education after 
graduation,” Roach said. “The week 
was full of representatives from dozens 
of  schools available to talk with stu-
dents here, networking and answering 
any questions to help the sometimes-
confusing process of applying and at-
tending grad school easier to navigate.”
“UD has been ahead of  the curve 
with mitigating circumstances 
since 1994,” Schramm said. “It was 
unusual at this time to be a part of  
a student handbook.”    
Schramm said the terminology 
was specific to the alcohol policy 
since its implementation and is not 
associated with any recent changes 
to alcohol policy on campus.
Schramm said the term is not 
limited to alcohol or alcohol policy 
enforcement.
“From the beginning the policy 
was meant to promote the safety 
and health of  our students,” she 
said.  “It speaks to our Marianist 
charisms and our duty to care for 
each other. It’s not at all a new no-
tion for us. This policy, above oth-
ers, really demonstrates our com-
mitment to the health and safety of  
our students.”  
Schramm also commented on the 
reaction of  students to this policy 
over time. 
“Students that I know and par-
ents that I have spoken to have been 
appreciative of  it. They see that this 
is a congruent practice that meets 
with our beliefs as a university. 
It has done nothing but help stu-
dents,” Schramm said.
Schramm explained the policy 
is meant to reflect the university’s 
cognitive focus. 
“Instead of  tacking on more fees 
for being transported or treated, we 
want to work with students to make 
sure that they will not repeat the 
same offense and learn from the ex-
perience as much as possible.”
Schramm and Hoelting said the 
policy has been implemented on 
campus beyond the few sentences 
defining it in the student handbook. 
Schramm elaborated, pointing to its 
inclusion in the mandatory Alco-
holEdu online class taken by fresh-
men students and its frequent dis-
cussion in many Community Health 
and Wellness programs.   
“I think the fact that students 
are not aware of  the term ‘mitigat-
ing circumstances’ is not because 
we haven’t done a good job talking 
about it. It’s just that it is so much 
a part of  our landscape at UD that 
we do not notice it,” Schramm ex-
plained.  
cirumstAnces
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ARTSTREET STUDIO D GALLERY
THURSDAY NOVEMBER 7
6-8 P.M. OPENING RECEPTION
Presented by ArtStreet and the Center 
for International Programs, this juried 
exhibit highlights student and faculty 
photography from their education 
experiences abroad.







5-7 P.M. CLOSING RECEPTION
Featuring art and design work created by 
seniors graduating from the Department 
of Visual Arts.
Pi Beta Phi and Pi Kappa Phi 
will be hosting nationally-known 
motivational speaker, Lori Hart, 
Wednesday, Nov. 13, at 8 p.m. in 
the Kennedy Union ballroom. 
Hart is the director of  preven-
tion education for the Pi Kappa 
Phi Fraternity, and has visited 
nearly 75 campuses a year to 
discuss issues related to college 
students including relationships, 
alcohol education, and fraternity 
and sorority life, according to her 
biography on the CAMPUSPEAK 
website. Hart has won both per-
former and speaker of  the year. 
Pi Beta Phi is a values based 
fraternity for women, and has 
been a part of  UD since 1989, 
according to its UD website. Pi 
Beta Phi’s mission is focused on 
promoting friendship, develop-
ing women of  intellect integrity, 
cultivating leadership through 
potential, and enriching lives 
through community service, ac-
cording to their website. 
Pi Kappa Phi was founded on 
the basis of  CLASS - character 
leadership achievement, service 
and scholarship, junior account-
ing and finance major and mem-
ber Josh Conner said. 
“We’re in a unique position, 
because we’re still new. So we’re 
trying to stay away from some of  
the bad Greek stereotypes, and 
be more of  an organization that 
is involved campus-wide rather 
than just involved in Greek life” 
Conner said.
Junior accounting and market-
ing major Kaitlyn Tunney, vice 
president of  membership for Pi 
Beta Phi, said she heard about 
Hart at the sorority’s convention 
this summer in San Diego where 
Hart spoke.  
“I realized that she had such an 
impact on the way I thought about 
risk management procedures, and 
leadership within the community 
that I thought she’d be a great ad-
dition to the UD community,” Tun-
ney said.
The title of  Hart’s talk at UD is 
“Smashing Stereotypes, Cultivat-
ing Organizational Leaders.” Hart 
will be discussing leadership, im-
plementing risk management pol-
icies and issues related to Greek 
life, Tunney said. 
“I know the Center for Student 
Involvement is very serious about 
risk management, so I think it’ll 
be very beneficial for all organiza-
tions,” she said.
Hart’s keynote will address is-
sues important to all students, 
but especially UD students, Tun-
ney said. 
“There’s been such a huge em-
phasis on the high-risk social ac-
tivity that goes on at this campus, 
and faculty’s been kind of  push-
ing these things on us rather than 
trying to teach us what we’re do-
ing and what we could do better,” 
Conner said. “They kind of  jump 
straight to the implementation, 
rather than going through an edu-
cation portion first. I think this is 
an opportunity for students to go 
and actually have someone talk to 
them about why what they’re do-
ing is dangerous, and how they 
could behave better in those situ-
ations.”
Although Hart is affiliated with 
a Greek organization, junior en-
trepreneurship and marketing 
major Shane Jabir, president of  
Pi Kappa Phi, said the entire UD 
community is welcome to attend 
the event. 
“We’re looking to include every-
one,” Jabir said. “People don’t re-
ally understand. They look at haz-
ing in an extreme way, but there 
are a lot of  small things that are 
considered hazing. So hopefully, 
her speaking to all the organiza-
tions will kind of  enlighten all of  
them on what they can and can’t 
do.”
Aside from the relevance of  
Hart’s discussion topics, Tun-
ney said Hart’s affiliation with Pi 
Kappa Phi was also a reason they 
decided to bring her to campus. 
“We realized this was a huge 
event, and we couldn’t put it on 
just ourselves,” Tunney said. “So 
we decided to partner up with Pi 
Kapp, because this is somebody 
from their staff, so we figured it 
would be a great organization to 
partner with.”
Tunney said because Pi Kappa 
Phi is a new organization on cam-
pus, Hart would provide an intro-
duction for them to the existing 
Greek community, and UD com-
munity, as an organization. 
For more information contact 
Kaitlyn Tunney at tunneyk1@
udayton.edu or Josh Conner at 
connerj1@udayton.edu.
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Leo’s Quality Student Housing the Original!! 
Behind Panera Bread. Secure your housing for next 
year fully furnished, with leather living room sets, 
Maytag washer/dryer. Some homes with marble 
bathrooms, off street parking, first class. Check out 
website leosrentals.com or call (937)-456-7743 or 
cell (937)-371-1046. Availability 3-5 students 65, 
63, 57, 49, 25, 29, 38, 40, 56, 50 Jasper St. 119 
Fairground 48, 50 Woodland, 42, 46, 58 Frank. 
To make your stay comfortable and a very 
enjoyable school year.
Apartments available in the ghetto. 2 bedroom 
for 3 students, off street parking, laundry facilities. 
Know where you are going to live next year. 
Call 937-681-4982




“I’VE ALWAYS FOCUSED ON REACHING PEOPLE, 
NOT JUST PLAYING MUSIC.”
RADICAL REGGAE. TAJ WEEKES & ADOWA
THURSDAY 
NOVEMBER 14
8 P.M. KENNEDY UNION,  
BOLL THEATRE
TICKETS: Students-$10  
Faculty, Staff and 
Alumni- $15 General 
Admission-$20
Available at the Kennedy 
Union Box Office or by 
calling 229-2545.
arts series
For more information, visit udayton.edu/arts 
 
WYSO is the exclusive public media sponsor 
 of the “Rites. Rights. Writes.” initiative.
Adam Devine can be described 
in two words: predictably unpre-
dictable.
The “Workaholics” co-creator, 
writer and star has concocted a dev-
ilishly inappropriate, obscene and 
downright hilarious breakthrough 
in comedy television. “Adam 
Devine’s House Party” is a debut 
stand-up and narrative sketch com-
edy blend to introduce up-and-com-
ing comedians on Comedy Central.
The show’s plot is simple but 
brilliant: Comedy Central gives 
an exaggerated version of  Adam 
Devine a buttload of  money to 
throw a house party that features 
sprinkles of  stand-up acts of  new 
comedians throughout a scripted 
plot of  Adam Devine getting into 
shenanigans and handling conse-
quences poorly.
While his co-workers and friends 
from “Workaholics,” Kyle Newa-
check, Anders Holm and Blake 
Anderson, are not strangers to the 
set of  “House Party,” Devine said 
he does not, however, want his new 
show to end up becoming a behind-
the-scenes “Workaholics.”
“This is sort of  my thing that I’m 
doing outside of  the group,” he said. 
“I didn’t want it to be too weird or 
too meta.”
Devine said he came up with the 
idea for a multi-platform show to 
stir things up from the way up-and-
coming comedians were introduced 
in the past.
“You’d see these comics that you 
don’t know… for like five or six 
minutes, so you don’t really get to 
know them well enough,” Devine 
said. “You don’t really remember 
their names or anything. There has 
to be a better way to get to know the 
comedians outside of  their perfor-
mance.”
Liza Treyger, Josh Rabinowitz, 
Sean Donnelly, Brooks Whelan and 
Pete Davidson are some of  the ris-
ing comedians featured in “House 
Party.”
He said his intention is to give 
new comedians who deserve a shot 
as actors on top of  being funny 
stand-ups an opportunity for audi-
ences to get to know them.
The first two episodes, “Ex-Girl-
friend” and “Neighbor Party,” are 
dry and slightly morbid, but still un-
expected. Humor from “Workahol-
ics” definitely resonates in “House 
Party,” but that doesn’t make it any 
less side-splitting. Some of  the jokes 
that come out of  this man’s brain 
make me feel almost ashamed to be 
giggling like an idiot in the delicate 
glow of  my lap top – almost.
Between outrageous binge drink-
ing and cringe-inducing injuries on 
“Workaholics” and “House Party,” 
I’m surprised Devine hasn’t died 
yet. Devine himself  is quick to 
agree.
Devine is going places, and not 
just next door to pee in the neigh-
bor’s yard. He’s created a fresh out-
let for comedy that gives new come-
dians the exposure they deserve.
“Adam Devine’s House Party” 
airs Thursdays at 12:30 a.m. on 
Comedy Central.
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‘Adam Devine’s House Party’ airs Thursdays at 12:30 a.m. on Comedy Central, and showcases new comedians.
CC  HUTTEN
A&E Editor













1200 Brown Street, Suite 150 
 (937) 222-WRAP (9727)  
shishwraps.com 
 
2 WRAPS OR BOWLS  




Cannot be combined with any other discounts, offers or 
coupons.  
FREE 
Award winning  
Shish Fries 
With a purchase of a wrap or bowl 
 
Expires: 11/30/2013 
Cannot be combined with any other discounts, offers or 
coupons.  
It’s rare when a movie is simple yet 
astonishing. “Gravity” is Alfonso Cu-
arón’s new space thriller starring San-
dra Bullock and George Clooney. The 
film provides one of the most realistic 
space experiences and should defi-
nitely be up for Oscar consideration. 
“Gravity” tells the story of two as-
tronauts, Ryan Stone (Bullock) and 
Matt Kowalski (Clooney), who are on 
a mission to repair the Hubble tele-
scope. While repairing the telescope, 
their space shuttle is hit with debris 
from a broken satellite. This leaves 
Stone and Kowalski stranded in space. 
There are only two actors in this 
movie, but this does not mean that 
there is a shortage of talent. Bullock 
gives one of the greatest performanc-
es of  her career. Respect should al-
ways be given to an actor that spends a 
majority of the screen time by herself. 
“Her work here constitutes one of  
the greatest physical performances 
I’ve seen, and the filmmakers frame 
her in ways that make each moment 
resonate,” said movie critic, Matt 
Zoller Seitz at rogerebert.com in Oc-
tober. Her performance truly shows 
her disparity and will to survive. The 
movie would not work if  Bullock’s 
performance was lacking. Clooney 
also deserves a nod, bringing the suave 
and cool factors that every hot-shot pi-
lot needs.   
“Gravity” is one of the most beauti-
ful movies I have ever seen. The movie 
has a back drop of the entire world. 
The detail is so great that you can 
even see what country they are float-
ing over in space. The movie looks so 
realistic it reminded me of an IMAX 
space documentary. I was not able to 
tell the difference between the footage 
shown in this movie and actual space 
footage.
The attention to detail in this movie 
is nothing less than incredible. For ex-
ample, an aspect that is never shown 
in space movies is the fact that there 
is no sound in space. There is no air 
for the sound to pass through, so when 
their spaceship is getting destroyed 
there is absolutely no sound. This adds 
to the isolation that space provides. 
The characters are in zero gravity 
for a majority of  the film. This pro-
vides really cool opportunities for 3D 
shots. I usually don’t recommend see-
ing a movie in 3D, but I will make an 
exception for ”Gravity.” The depiction 
of zero gravity is so fluid, that it makes 
you wonder how this film was made.
 “No film since ‘2001: A Space Odys-
sey’ in 1968 has captured such a vivid 
reality outside Earth’s gravitational 
pull,” said Claudia Puig in an October 
article in USA TODAY, “And no film 
has so artfully interwoven 3-D technol-
ogy.”
“Gravity” is nothing less than as-
tounding. Seeing someone dealing 
with the struggle to survive in the 
blackness of space is truly entertain-
ing and shows perseverance of  the 
human spirit. This movie starts and 
never takes a break. It will leave you 
sitting on the edge of  your seat the 
whole time. This is the epitome of a 
movie that must be seen on the big 
screen. I went in with high expecta-
tions and it certainly didn’t disap-
point.    
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Build the ultimate ‘Trivia Dream Team,’ ensure victory
SCOTT  PETERSON
Staff Writer
It’s Thursday. You’re cold and you 
probably also have a cold because 
winter is approaching and everyone is 
disgusting and sick. You don’t want to 
go outside, you want to eat Nutella in 
your bed and watch Netflix, but then 
you hear it. 
At first it is subtle, a slight distur-
bance in the force calling you to action. 
You roll over and put a pillow over 
your head. “Not now, fishbowls,” you 
think loudly to the figment of  your 
imagination, “I’m too busy eating and 
watching ‘Breaking Bad.’” But it’s too 
late. It’s in your head and before you 
know it you’re running, - nay, sprint-
ing - to Fieldhouse to save a table for 
your friends. 
That’s right, ladies and gents, I 
am talking about Trivia: everybody’s 
favorite thing ever and possibly the 
most competitive event on campus. 
Getting there early isn’t even the 
half of it though. This game is not for 
the faint of heart. Essentially, if  you 
are looking for a fun time with friends 
to share $4 beer and laugh and take 
selfies, this is not for you. This is war, 
people! You need an elite team if you 
want to make it out of  these hunger 
games. 
You’re probably thinking to your-
self, “But, Grace, who do I ask to be on 
my team? How will I ensure my vic-
tory?” To that I would respond: “Give 
up, my team is beast.” 
But if  you are trying for a close sec-
ond, take my advice because I’ve won a 
bunch of games of Trivia. (Disclaimer: 
I have won two games of trivia.) These 
are the types of people I would suggest 
recruiting:
THE ARCHIE MANNING
This is the person that doesn’t play 
sports, but literally knows all about 
them. Someone who is only obsessed 
with one sport is weak-sauce and 
probably won’t help you. Someone 
who plays a sport is probably partial 
to that sport, and thus biased and use-
less. This person needs to be up-to-date 
on all current statistics - basketball, 
football, hockey, baseball etc. That’s a 
given, but he or she also needs to know 
the weird history tidbits. Who was the 
first U.S. volleyball player to win three 
gold medals? .......Too late. Get out of  
here. 
THE PEREZ HILTON
This is the pop culture superstar. 
He or she knows every celebrity’s 
business at all times. But knowing 
where the Kardashian siblings regu-
larly brunch is not going to cut it. This 
person needs to know pop culture like 
the back of their hand—at least from 
Coco Chanel to present if  you really 
want to stand a chance.
THE AMERICAN IDOL
This is the player that knows all 
about music. All music. Just know-
ing about underground indie bands is 
not going to be helpful.  An important 
guideline to note, is that trivia is a no-
hipster zone. If your music dictionary 
is too busy spouting on and on about 
how the electric slide was the worst 
piece of trash to come out of an oth-
erwise beautiful music era, but not 
writing down the answer - you’re done. 
THE TV GUIDE CHANNEL
This is the person who knows all 
about television. This is the kid who’s 
Netflix is recommending everything 
from “One Tree Hill” to “M.A.S.H.” 
This person actually watched “Doo-
gie Howser, M.D.” on Hulu to see how 
Neil Patrick Harris got his start. He 
or she knows it all: theme songs, plot 
developments, major characters and 
of course, the major stars.  I’m talk-
ing people who have watched “Doctor 
Who” pre-2005. Woah. 
THE BILL NYE
An off-the-wall science question 
(possibly more than 1) is a given and 
very difficult to prepare for. You need 
someone who lives and breathes sci-
ence. You need someone who would 
retort to my previous statement 
saying, “Well technically we all live 
and breathe science, as oxygen is a 
chemical element, so…” That’s right; 
you need a pretentious nerd on your 
squad. You want the kid that started 
taking the SAT for fun. You want the 
person that goes to a party and checks 
the pH balance of the jungle juice be-
fore drinking it. This kid will be your 
saving grace when times get tough.
THE LEWIS AND/OR CLARK
This is your history/geography/
current events buff(s). There will be at 
least one, if  not more than one ques-
tion asked from one of  those three 
categories. Although I am sure you 
think you know a lot about those, I’m 
about to drop some sad knowledge - 
you probably don’t. Your American 
education has failed you. But if  you 
don’t know what’s going on in Syria, 
where Syria is on a map or how Syria 
got started, have no fear, because you 
have your trusty explorer friend(s) to 
bail you out. 
THE WILDCARD
This is the hardest member to re-
cruit. This is the person who knows 
random, weird information about ev-
erything, and let me tell you—this per-
son is hard to find. Wildcards come in 
all different shapes and sizes. Surprise 
is their secret weapon. Honestly, don’t 
search for a wildcard because you will 
not find one. Let the wildcard find you. 
There you have it: the Trivia Dream 
Team. Everybody grab a $4 Bud Light 
and turn off  your phone. Seriously, 
don’t cheat. It isn’t fun and you prob-
ably won’t win anyway. Then you’ll 
lose all your friends, no one will want 
to marry you and you’ll live out your 





Space thriller, ‘Gravity,’ was nationally released on Oct. 4, offering audiences surprisingly realistic elements.
‘Gravity’ impresses, must be seen on big screen
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ONE COMMON VISION TO GUIDE DAYTON
Togetherness.
For the University of Dayton men’s 
basketball team, it’s the decided motto 
to make this season successful.
“[Head coach Archie Miller] is al-
ways emphasizing being ready to play 
every day and to come to play every 
day,” senior forward Devin Oliver 
said. “Togetherness is what we’ve been 
preaching in the offseason, to just come 
together as a team. From my view-
point, togetherness is tighter than its 
ever been since I’ve been here.”
Coming off  a 17-14 year that came 
to an end without playing in a postsea-
son tournament for the first time since 
2007, Dayton is looking to this motto to 
collect itself.
“Togetherness,” sophomore for-
ward Devon Scott said. “At times, we 
kind of  fell apart last year. [Miller] 
stressed to spend more time off  the 
court and compliment each other.”
It was easier for Dayton players to 
accomplish this feat during the off-
season with at least 75 percent of the 
team’s roster coming back for the first 
time in four years.
Gone is leading scorer Kevin Dil-
lard and shot blocker Josh Benson, 
who take with them 56 starts from last 
season. Returning is a core group in 
Oliver, redshirt senior guard Vee San-
ford and sophomore forward Dyshawn 
Pierre, who make up 72 percent of the 
returning points scored from a poten-
tially high powered offense that looks 
to maintain its high level of efficiency.
Along with a trio of freshmen, the 
team also gets two veteran players 
added to its roster: senior center Matt 
Kavanaugh, who sat out last year after 
being suspended by the university, and 
redshirt junior guard Jordan Sibert, a 
transfer from the Ohio State Univer-
sity.
Many familiar faces can be a good 
indicator of  what to expect from a 
squad, but Miller said he has not taken 
any sort of  predictive approach with 
his team.
“Love the group. Had a good pre-
season,” Miller said. “In terms of ex-
pectations, I don’t have any right now. 
Very, very locked in on just improving 
every day.”
Some of those improvements would 
begin on the defensive end on the 
court. Dayton’s scoring defense was 
average among all Division I teams last 
season, ranking 175th in the country. 
Opponents shot 43.4 percent against 
UD, not even good enough to place in 
the top 200.
Help began with the new practice 
rules set by the NCAA beginning this 
season, allowing teams to start prac-
ticing 42 days in advance of their first 
games. Miller said the new rules allow 
his staff to focus on building the team’s 
defense, which typically is needed dur-
ing that time.
The first exhibition game Dayton 
played against Ryerson University 
Oct. 26 provided initial optimism as 
UD’s defense held Ryerson to 38 per-
cent shooting.
However, the second exhibition 
against the University of Findlay Sat-
urday, Nov. 2, provided foresight into 
an element that deals with more than 
fundamentals to stop your opponent 
from scoring.
A newly written NCAA rule put in 
place this season defining how hand-
checking will be called by officials 
against defenders saw 70 fouls called 
between the two teams, making mix-
ing and matching potential line ups 
while trying to adjust to the necessary 
style of play a large factor in a team’s 
success.
Of course, the quality of  the op-
ponent can play the biggest role, and 
Dayton certainly has challenges ahead.
In-season tournaments are one of  
the early scheduling highlights for any 
team, and for Dayton, they have been 
venues where the team has found suc-
cess, winning four of the last nine tour-
naments it has competed in since 1999. 
Along with being great opportunities 
for resume building against top com-
petition, Dayton gets the best of every-
thing as it will go back to the site of one 
of its greatest triumphs this season.
UD heads to the EA Sports Maui 
Invitational from Nov. 25 through 
Nov. 27 to face a field headlined by 
three top-25 teams in the preseason 
Associated Press poll, including No. 8 
Syracuse University, UD’s first round 
opponent No. 15 Gonzaga University in 
a midnight EST tip and No. 25 Baylor 
University, a potential second round 
opponent.
UD is one of only two schools out-
side of  the power six conferences to 
win the tournament in its 29-year 
history with its 2003 championship. 
Gonzaga is the other, in 2009. UD has 
also knocked off two ranked foes, only 
falling to the then No. 1 team in the 
country, the University of Arizona, on 
its way to a third place finish in its first 
Maui appearance in 2000.
Dayton also will get set before it 
makes the trip west for a game in 
Atlanta, Ga., facing its former head 
coach, Brian Gregory, and Georgia 
Tech Nov. 20.
Other scheduling highlights include 
Iona University Dec. 19, the highest 
scoring team in the country last sea-
son, and a team that has made regular 
trips to UD Arena during its NCAA 
Tournament appearances the previ-
ous two seasons.
A return game Dec. 22 against the 
University of Southern California, now 
coached by Andy Enfield, who led Flor-
ida Gulf Coast University to the Sweet 
16 last season and home games against 
each of the top six teams in the Atlantic 
10 Conference’s preseason poll will pro-
vide many quality match-ups as well.
For now, Dayton players have joined 
each other in talking up the talents 
their teammates possess, on and off  
the court.
It began during the first day of prac-
tice Sept. 27, when it was announced 
by Miller that Oliver and Sanford were 
voted as captains by their teammates.
“It feels great,” Oliver said. “We vote 
as a team and just for my teammates 
to feel I should be in that position, and 
look at me as being worthy of that po-
sition shows me a lot about my team-
mates. Shows me a sense of together-
ness about our team.”
That word, togetherness, appears 
again.
It is how Dayton’s players and 
coaches plan to work with one another 
to make this season different.
STEVEN  WR IGHT
Sports Editor
Dayton tips off its 109th season Saturday, Nov. 9, against Indiana University-Purdue University Fort Wayne at 2 
p.m. in UD Arena. ETHAN KLOSTERMAN/PHOTO EDITOR
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For the past few years, the Uni-
versity of  Dayton men’s basketball 
team has been either aided by the 
arrival of  players due to recruit-
ing and transfers or devastated by 
departures of  key players to other 
programs.
Two seasons, the Flyers acquired 
an impressive player, Georgetown 
University guard Vee Sanford ,and 
received great contribution from 
class of  2012 recruits in guard Khari 
Price, and forwards Dyshawn Pierre, 
Jalen Robinson and Devon Scott.
This year, however, the Flyers 
look to add just as much talent.
The new players on the team are 
headlined by talented Ohio State 
University transfer guard Jordan 
Sibert.
Sibert is a redshirt junior who sat 
out last season because of  NCAA 
transfer rules.
“It was extremely hard in the fact 
that you want to get out there, but 
you just can’t and every day you go 
to practice and go to war with your 
teammates and on game day you 
can’t go to war with someone else. 
You’ve just [got to] sit there and 
watch them battle,” he said.
Unrelated to Sibert’s eligibility 
with the team, former UD player 
Matt Derenbecker transferred out 
from school to the University of  New 
Orleans during the offseason June 
10, giving Sibert a similar, but ex-
panded role to fit immediately into.
Sibert said it was worth it to trans-
fer from OSU, as he feels he has been 
able to come to a team where he can 
play a bigger role and make a direct 
impact.
 “Here, it is a little more person-
al,” Sibert said. “I don’t feel like I’m 
just a number. I feel like I’m actually 
a part of  something.”
Sibert also had early connections 
to Dayton before his transfer, which 
gave him a good impression of  UD.
Sibert said he remembers visiting 
Dayton to see his older brother Lo-
gan, who went to UD for a year. Sib-
ert also has a great relationship with 
head coach Archie Miller, whom he 
had known at OSU before Miller’s 
head coaching days at Dayton.
Their relationship played a factor 
in his decision, as he said Miller has 
always been in his corner.
“Even when I struggled at Ohio 
State, even when I struggled in high 
school,” Sibert said. “And you know 
things won’t always be perfect be-
tween you and your coach, but that’s 
what makes it work when you know 
you have someone that you aren’t 
great with, but day-to-day you fight 
for the same reason.”
Miller kept tabs on Sibert as his 
career progressed and sought him 
out after he announced his inten-
tions to leave OSU.
“Jordan is important to us. He 
knows that, and that’s why he’s 
here,” Miller said.
Sibert is an athletic wing player 
who has shown both an ability to 
score, with 17 and 23 points in Day-
ton’s two exhibition games, and to 
play defense, getting four steals in 
the University of  Findlay game Sat-
urday, Nov. 2.
Sibert said he is an all-around 
player who can do a little bit of  ev-
erything, but is focused primarily on 
winning games.
Describing himself  further, he 
said being an exciting player that 
gets the crowd into games is some-
thing he enjoys.
“That’s one thing I’ve always 
liked watching,” Sibert said. “I nev-
er liked Michael Jordan because of  
how many points he scored. I never 
liked Kobe [Bryant] because of  how 
many points he scored. I liked them 
because of  the way they engaged the 
crowd. And I know people come to 
the games to see a win and to be ex-
cited.”
Miller previously said Sibert was 
playing to win a national champion-
ship the first time he hit the floor in 
front of  fans during the Red-Blue 
game Oct. 19, but immediately saw 
him make a difference after the 
team’s first exhibition game against 
Ryerson University Oct. 26.
“I thought he had great efficiency, 
shot making ability is something we 
have to have,” Miller said. “His abil-
ity to get to the basket and draw fouls 
is something we have to have. What 
we’re looking from him is to bring 
that other guy to the floor that can 
compete and bring a bigger guard 
that can defend and do some things.”
Appearing in only 24 of  OSU’s 39 
contests in his sophomore season, Si-
bert averaged under 12 minutes per 
game under former head coach Thad 
Matta’s system, which was reliant on 
large minutes by his starters.
Sibert said his goal is to make an 
impact on Dayton’s program, a last-
ing impression that will begin to 
change its basketball culture. After 
going through a season last year he 
is familiar having to spend games 
watching from afar, he now gets his 
first chance to hit the floor with a 
new opportunity.
Sibert set to make his mark under Miller in fresh surrounding
kyle janowiCz
Staff Writer
Redshirt junior guard Jordan Sibert 
(24) shoots during an exhibition game 
against the University of Findlay, 
Saturday, Nov. 2, at UD Arena. ETHAN 
KLOSTERMAN/PHOTO EDITOR
Laptop on his lap, and maybe some 
fast food wrappers scattered across the 
coffee table, Matt Kavanaugh sat on his 
couch in Centerville and watched the 
entire 2012-13 University of  Dayton 
men’s basketball season as a fan.
Suspended from the University of  
Dayton on Oct. 24, 2012, the then-senior 
center Kavanaugh was pulled for vio-
lating the UD’s Standards of Behavior 
and Code of Conduct, per UD Athletic 
Director Tim Wabler. Kavanaugh was 
a suspect in a sexual assault investiga-
tion in the fall of 2012, but the charges 
were dropped.
He was reinstated after his suspen-
sion May 8 to complete his now red-
shirt senior year.
Kavanaugh, a Centerville, Ohio na-
tive, spent his childhood looking for-
ward to a future on Tom Blackburn 
Court at UD Arena. His parents even 
brought him to games as early as the 
nine months he was in his mother’s 
womb.
“I’ve been a fan my whole life and 
that’s why I’m grateful to have the op-
portunity to finish up here in my senior 
season, and to have the opportunity to 
graduate from this university,” Kava-
naugh said. “I watched every game that 
was on TV. It was tough knowing that I 
wanted to be out there with the guys. I 
wanted to contribute and support them 
every chance I could. I would text them 
here and there.”
He could never celebrate with them 
during a win, and could only text his 
teammates his condolences after a 
loss. It was an empty feeling he said, 
but during the university’s process of  
suspending him, the feeling never left 
him that he could return.
“They never completely ruled it 
out, but I always knew I had a chance 
to come back,” Kavanaugh said.“When 
they finally told me that I could for sure 
come back it was a great relief. I’m go-
ing to do right by them.”
Recalling the day it was made 
known to him that he had been sus-
pended, Kavanaugh made a swift re-
turn to the past, but righted himself.
“It was just disappointment, but 
I’d rather not go into the details of all 
that,” Kavanaugh said. “It’s in the past. 
I’m ready to graduate. I’m ready to win 
some games. I’m ready to move on.”
Marred by the 2012-13 season’s ab-
sence, Kavanaugh admitted to having 
some anxiety toward his first game 
in front of a Dayton crowd during the 
Red-Blue Scrimmage at UD Arena Oct. 
19.
When his name was called for the 
first time in UD Arena since March 6, 
2012, against George Washington Uni-
versity, fans responded by giving him 
the loudest applause of all.
“It was definitely a huge relief  to 
hear that,” Kavanaugh said. “Yeah, a 
[few butterflies]. Just because a year 
off, and then coming back for the first 
time was a little bit nerve-racking. 
It’s been a long year off and my team-
mates have been great welcoming me 
back. My coaches have been great and 
I’ve gotten support from people in the 
community.”
With one year remaining as an 
NCAA student-athlete, Kavanaugh 
said he realizes that his reputation at 
UD is not the same. But because he has 
one year left, he would rather focus on 
basketball that trying to control those 
who criticize.
“I don’t really want to worry about 
other people’s opinions or percep-
tions,” Kavanaugh said. “I want to be 
as good of a person as I can be now that 
I’m back.”
His mind back on basketball, the 
6-foot-10-inch, 250-pound center spent 
the summer and early fall getting back 
in season shape.
“When I first came back in the sum-
mer, I was definitely rusty,” he said. 
“It’s hard to prepare with the same 
level of intensity like a college practice. 
You’re on your own. But I tried to shake 
off all that rust in the summer work-
outs and the fall workouts. The first 
live action experience was a little bit 
rusty. But I feel better now. I was rush-
ing a little bit in the post, but I think I’ve 
calmed that down.”
Though the scattered fans at the 
Red-Blue exhibition game cheered at 
the sound of his name, the true test of  
community reception may come dur-
ing the Saturday, Nov. 9, home opener 
against Indiana University-Purdue 
University Fort Wayne. 
While the opposing team’s big man 
will test Kavanaugh’s post game prow-
ess one-on-one in the paint, the 13,435 
people surrounding him in UD Arena 
will decide something a little bit bigger 
than that.
Kavanaugh putting past behind him as he enters final year
keith raad
Staff Writer
Redshirt senior center Matt Kavanaugh (35) awaits his introduction before the Red-
Blue scrimmage, Oct. 19, at UD Arena. ETHAN KLOSTERMAN/PHOTO EDITOR
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531 Wilmington Ave, Dayton 
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Any three toppings only 
$8.99 
Yea, it is  
thusly... 
$8.99 Large  
Pepperoni 
Valid at our UD location only, UD student ID required.    
Expires 5/30/14.  Not valid with any other offer.   
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The University of  Dayton be-
longs in the new Big East Confer-
ence.
It’s a perfect, and necessary 
fit. Being a really good mid-major 
school only goes so far with stu-
dents and means even more less to 
the NCAA Division I community.
Historically, Dayton has always 
been a basketball-centric city that 
has successful ties with former 
head coaches Don Donoher and 
Tom Blackburn. These were good 
basketball teams.
Current head coach Archie 
Miller could be, and should be, the 
next name on that list. He needs 
the amphitheater. He needs the 
arena (pardon the pun).
Archie Miller has been at the 
University of  Arizona with his 
brother, Sean Miller. He knows 
not only how to coach a success-
ful basketball team, but to be part 
of  something bigger than that. 
He can grow a program and that 
comes with recruiting.
Dayton is an easy sell to any 
basketball player. Games with 
13,435 fans against any opponent, 
whether it’s Winthrop University 
or the University of  Mississippi, 
is an easy incentive to work with 
when recruiting. For the first time 
in school history, Dayton recruited 
two top-125 prospects, according to 
Rivals.com. That’s moving in the 
right direction.
Paul Hewitt, head coach at 
George Mason University, noted in 
an interview with CBS Sports that 
when GMU joined the Atlantic 10 
Conference, he and his staff  had 
to switch their whole recruiting 
process. He told interviewer Jon 
Rothstein, “some of  these guys 
may not be good enough for where 
we’re going.”
Miller has already been en-
grained with that mentality, and is 
a step ahead of  the curve. That’s 
having leadership and an identity.
Dayton is the right school that 
has the fan base. Sure, Xavier Uni-
versity is down the road and add-
ing Dayton does not expand the Big 
East’s TV market, but it’s not just 
about that option.
Being a Dayton Flyer can feel 
like having a disease. It is a cra-
zy, but loyal fan base. Travel to a 
Dayton-Fordham basketball game 
at the Rose Hill Gym in the Bronx, 
N.Y. Chances are, there are more 
Dayton fans there than Fordham 
fans. Watch the Maui Invitational 
this Thanksgiving from Nov. 25 
through Nov. 27. Waves of  Flyer 
fans will travel. They’ll fly to Ha-
waii. It’s a culture. It’s in the wa-
ter. It’s engrained in the soul. 
Because that’s the school. 
Cheesy and cliché as it sounds, be-
ing a Flyer does not end at gradu-
ation. It’s why this school needs 
more of  a national name than it 
has in 2013. Dayton is not just a 
run-of-the-mill private school in 
southwest Ohio. It’s a fan base. 
It’s a culture. It can be even more. 
And, it’s not just men’s basket-
ball.
When the Flyer’s women’s bas-
ketball team, through their romp-
ing of  their schedule last season, 
played the University of  Rich-
mond on ESPNU last season, the 
color commentator made a com-
ment about Dayton. Christy Win-
ters-Scott, a former University of  
Maryland basketball player, said 
something along the lines of  Day-
ton not making any noise in the 
upcoming tournament. 
Really?
Even though Dayton went 28-3 
last season beating two ranked 
teams? But what happened to the 
Flyers? They lost in the second 
round to the University of  Ken-
tucky after winning a double-
overtime game against site host 
and 10-seed St. John’s University. 
Sure, the team got stiffed on a good 
seeding in the NCAA Tournament, 
but that’s what a mid-major, even 
one that’s successful and ranked, 
team has to deal with - no respect.
The point is, it’s the respect 
level the school does not receive.
For the men’s basketball team, 
the National Invitational Tourna-
ment is a thing of  the past. It’s like 
saying, “Thanks grandpa, I know 
you walked uphill both ways to get 
to school in the snow, I get it. Get 
with the times. Strive for more.”
The NCAA Tournament is the 
place. It’s what the world watches 
in March. Let’s be part of  it. Hats 
off  to Virginia Commonwealth 
University and Butler University 
for making small improvements in 
the conference to become house-
hold names. Butler went from the 
Horizon League to the A10 and 
now to the Big East in a matter of  
three years. Oh, and their former 
head coach now does the same for 
the NBA’s Boston Celtics.
In the beginning, it’ll be diffi-
cult, but with the right leadership 
at the helm of  the school’s top pro-
grams, it sure as hell won’t be the 
elephant in the room. Not with the 
following this school has built for 
the past 160 years.
Like it was when George Costan-
za got a job with the New York 
Yankees: ‘Ruth, Gehrig, DiMaggio, 
Mantle…Costanza?’
Kind of.
Sports editor Steven Wright par-
ticipated in a conference call with 
ESPN college basketball personal-
ity Jay Bilas Monday, Nov. 5, on 
the upcoming college basketball 
season. After taking note of  some 
Bilas’ opinions, he presented some 
of  the same questions Bilas faced to 
FN’s assistant sports editor Chris 
Bendel, and created out own back 
and forth bantering session.
Q: How do you feel about the 
new hand check rule?
Bilas: I was in favor of  it. I’ve 
been advocating it for years. I 
think that our game has gotten 
away from us. We’re organized 
wrestling matches and that’s what 
our game has been. … If  you look 
back and I have, at tapes of  games 
from the 70s, 80, 90s, up into today, 
it is stunning how our game has 
become this organized fouling, 
wrestling match.
Bendel: I agree with Jay, and I 
feel like these new rules could in-
crease scoring throughout college 
basketball by allowing offensive 
players more room to maneuver 
and get to the hoop. My concern 
though is college basketball will 
turn into a game marred by stop-
pages over needless foul calls. 
The extra whistles, even if  trying 
to clean up the game, could slow 
down a game’s flow and hurt of-
fenses that rely on an up-tempo 
pace.
Q: Should the 35-second shot 
clock be reduced?
Bilas: We have to reduce the 
shot-clock because college basket-
ball right now has the longest shot 
clock in the world – men, women, 
you name it. The truth is that’s an 
embarrassment. There’s no reason 
for it; there’s no data that suggests 
that 35 seconds is the magic num-
ber to get off  a really good shot 
against good defense… if  the en-
tire international basketball com-
munity can squeeze a shot off  in 24 
seconds, but we need 35, we should 
be embarrassed by that.
Bendel: I’m going to have to 
disagree with Jay on this one. 
Long-gone are the days of  the Uni-
versity of  North Carolina’s four 
corners offense intended solely 
to drain the clock. Many people 
believe a change in the shot-clock 
would solely affect offenses. I dis-
agree. The 35-second shot clock 
forces teams to dig in on defense 
and work longer for a stop against 
teams with offensive systems. 
It’s not about an offense needing 
a longer amount to time to get a 
shot off. For a lot of  hoops fans, 
the emphasis on defense is what 
separates the college game from 
the NBA.
Q: How are you feeling about 
the Michigan State University ver-
sus University of  Kentucky game 
Tuesday, Nov. 12 in the Champions 
Classic?
Bilas: I think this is the kind of  
thing we need more of, where top 
teams play earlier in the season be-
cause they’re games you can learn 
from and recover from, and it’s 
good for the game overall. I think 
having a contrast of  the tremen-
dous young talent that Kentucky’s 
got with the older, more-experi-
enced players that Tom Izzo’s got, 
will be very fun to watch.
Bendel: I’ve had this game 
circled on my calendar since the 
non-conference schedules were 
released. This matchup pits the 
Associated Press’ preseason No. 1 
and 2 ranked teams in the country 
at an extremely early point in the 
year. UK head coach John Calipari 
boasts the number one incoming 
recruiting class in the country, 
who many project as lottery picks 
in next year’s NBA draft. I’ll be 
looking for how soon these tal-
ented freshmen can mesh for the 
Wildcats. I expect Michigan State’s 
experience to trump Kentucky’s 
raw talent, especially this early in 
the season. But trust me, it could 
be different come March.
Q: How do you see the strength 
at the top of  the Atlantic 10 Con-
ference?
Bilas: I think [Virginia Com-
monwealth University] is a top-
20 team, maybe 15 and I think 
they have a chance to be just as 
good, if  not better than they were 
last year, and that’s saying a lot. 
[Saint Louis University] has got 
some people back that’s going to 
make them very competitive. Are 
they as good as VCU? I think they 
play so differently that I give VCU 
the edge because VCU can play so 
much faster.
Bendel: While the A10 lost a few 
notable programs in the confer-
ence re-shuffling in the offseason, 
the conference still has formidable 
teams at the top. Clearly the cream 
of  the crop in the A10, VCU begins 
the season as the favorite in the 
conference and starts off  ranked 
No. 14 in the AP poll. Saint Louis 
and La Salle University should 
challenge VCU, and also both re-
ceived votes in the preseason AP 
poll. Of  the NCAA tournament 
teams last year, La Salle returns 
three double digit scorers and 
Saint Louis returns four starters.
Bilas vs Bendel:
Early season takes
Dayton belonged in newly formed
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RANK TEAM POINTS
 01 VCU (19) 307
 02 Saint Louis (5) 288
 03 La Salle 265
 04 Massachusetts 236
 05 St. Joseph’s 199
 06 Richmond 173
 07 Dayton 171
 08 George Mason 141
 09 Rhode Island 130
 10 George Washington 122
 11 Fordham 58
 12 St. Bonaventure 56
 13 Duquesne 38
A-10 CONFERENCE 
PRESEASON POLL ‘13-’14
Joining the fray for the 2013-
2014 basketball season, the Univer-
sity of  Dayton and other member 
schools welcome the newest uni-
versity to join the Atlantic 10 Con-
ference, George Mason University.
Located just outside Washing-
ton, D.C., GMU boasts a variety of  
schools and colleges including a 
law school and a school for public 
policy.
Founded in 1957, GMU is lo-
cated in Fairfax, Va. and is named 
after the famous founding father, 
George Mason. He drafted the Vir-
ginia Declaration of  Rights, which 
later became a model for the Bill 
of  Rights.
GMU is a large and diverse 
school with over 32,961 students 
enrolled.
Its mission is to be “an innova-
tive and inclusive academic com-
munity committed to creating a 
more just, free, and prosperous 
world,” according to George Ma-
son University’s website.
The school’s mascot is The Pa-
triot and its university’s colors are 
green and gold.
Until last year, George Mason 
originally belonged to the Colonial 
Athletic Association, which in-
cludes James Madison University, 
the University of  North Carolina 
at Wilmington and the College of  
William and Mary.
GMU last year was 22-16 (10-8 
CAA), and finished in fifth place 
in the conference. It bowed out to 
top-seeded Northeastern Univer-
sity in the semi finals of  the CAA 
Tournament. The team ended up 
competing in the postseason, being 
invited to the College Basketball 
Invitational Tournament, falling 
in the best-of-three final to Santa 
Clara University in three games.
A rivalry between the two uni-
versities named after founding 
fathers in the A-10, George Wash-
ington University and George 
Mason, is already underway for 
the newly created Tri-Corner Hat 
Trophy. The trophy will be given 
to the school that earns the most 
points, designated by wins against 
one another, amongst the 16 sports 
both schools offer.
One of  its former CAA rivals 
was also a founding father uni-
versity, James Madison, which is 
located just 95 miles away from 
GMU.
GMU is predicted to finish 
eighth in this year’s A-10.
The head coach of  GMU is Paul 
Hewitt. Hewitt is in his third sea-
son as head coach, and he has 
earned the most wins ever by a 
coach in his first two seasons at 
George Mason. He previously was 
a head coach at the Georgia Insti-
tute of  Technology and has gone to 
the NCAA Tournament five times.
Predicted by many sports fans, 
GMU’s hardest games this year 
will be during the Diamond Head 
Classic, a three-day invitational 
tournament held in Honolulu, Ha., 
Dec. 22 through Dec. 25. The team 
opens with a game against Iowa 
State University, and could po-
tentially be playing teams such as 
Oregon State University and Boise 
State University.
GMU also will get an early pre-
view of  conference play in a pre-
viously scheduled game against 
a fellow A-10 member in the Uni-
versity of  Rhode Island Nov. 30. It 
will be played as a non-conference 
match up and not count in the con-
ference standings.
For the 2012-2013 basketball 
season, the team was led by senior 
guard Sherrod Wright and senior 
forward Jonathan Arledge, who 
were both the leaders in scoring 
for the Patriots. Arledge scored an 
average of  nine points per game 
and played in every game with 22 
starts. Wright scored an average of  
16.6 points per game and set a new 
school record by starting in all 38 
games.
Additionally, Wright was one of  
21 athletes selected for a preseason 
award in the A-10, being named 
second team Preseason All-Con-
ference.
The Patriots welcome freshman 
guard Marquise Moore and junior 
transfer forward Julian Royal as 
its two newest players this season. 
Royal will redshirt the 2013-14 sea-
son though due to NCAA transfer 
rules.
Additionally, redshirt freshman 
forward Jalen Jenkins will return, 
after being redshirted last year.
The A-10 recently lost major 
competitors in the league includ-
ing our former rival, Xavier, as 
well as Butler, Temple and Char-
lotte.
Dayton will be playing its new-
est annual competitor at 7 p.m., 
Feb. 5th at George Mason. It will be 
the fifth all-time meeting between 
the two schools, which UD leads 
3-1, and the first since a 73-67 Day-
ton win Dec. 29, 2010 at UD Arena.
George Mason opens its season 
against American University Fri, 
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SAT NOV. 9  HOME IPFW    2PM       FSN OHIO
WED NOV. 13 HOME ST. FRANCIS (PA)  7PM 
SAT NOV. 6  HOME ST. FRANCIS (NY)  NOON   FSN OHIO
Wed Nov. 20 Away  Georgia Tech  7pm  ESPN3
Mon Nov. 25 Neut  Gonzaga (Maui Inv.) Midnight ESPN2
Tues Nov. 26 Neut  Maui Invitational  TBD          ESPN/2
Wed Nov. 27 Neut  Maui Invitational  TBD     ESPN/2/U
WED DEC. 4 HOME DELAWARE STATE  7PM     FSN OHIO
Sat Dec. 7  Away  Illinois State   8pm CSN Chicago
SAT DEC. 14 HOME CENTRAL MICHIGAN 7PM         WHIO
THUR DEC.19 HOME IONA    7PM            NBCSN
SUN DEC. 22 HOME USC    2PM            WHIO
SAT DEC. 29 HOME MURRAY STATE  2PM       FSN OHIO
WED JAN. 1 HOME WINTHROP   2PM        FSN OHIO
Sat Jan. 4  Away  Mississippi   8pm       CSS
SAT JAN. 11 HOME SAINT LOUIS  11AM           ESPN2
Wed Jan. 15 Away  Fordham   9pm               SNY
Sat Jan.18  Away  Richmond   3pm           ESPNU
WED JAN. 22 HOME VCU    7PM            CBSSN
Sat Jan. 25  Away  Rhode Island  4pm           CBSSN
WED JAN. 29 HOME SAINT JOSEPH’S  7PM            WHIO
SAT FEB. 1  HOME GEO. WASHINGTON 12:30PM    NBCSN
Wed Feb. 5  Away  George Mason  7pm           MASN
Sat Feb. 8  Away  St. Bonaventure  4pm 
WED FEB. 12 HOME RHODE ISLAND  7PM            WHIO
WED FEB. 19 HOME LA SALLE   9PM           CBSSN
Sat Feb. 22  Away  Duquesne   2pm 
Tues Feb. 25  Away  Saint Joseph’s  7pm            CBSSN
SAT MAR. 1  HOME MASSACHUSETTS  11AM  ESPNU
Wed Mar. 5  Away  Saint Louis   9pm           CBSSN
SAT MAR. 8  HOME RICHMOND  7PM 
Mar. 12-16  Neut  Atlantic 10 Tournament TBD 
TIME NETWORKHOME/AWAY OPPOSING TEAM
2013-2014
MEN’S BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
EARLY FOCUS ON NEW HAND-CHECKING RULE
Seventy fouls and 96 free throws in 
one game. 
Those were the numbers from the 
University of Dayton men’s basketball 
team’s exhibition contest against the 
University of  Findlay Saturday, Nov. 
2, at UD Arena.
It was not just an anomaly for what 
the trend could be this season either. 
Basketball fans should prepare them-
selves for the incoming wave of  en-
forcement of defensive rules instructed 
by the NCAA to officials this season.
“We were waiting on it,” Dayton 
head coach Archie Miller said. “We 
played the Red-Blue game and it was 
touchy. We played our Ryerson game 
and it was a little bit touchy, wasn’t 
called the same. Tonight was one of  
those things that I think everybody 
was really anticipating, how the game 
is going to get called.”
The NCAA sent out a video to head 
coaches across the country in early Oc-
tober outlining how it plans to stress 
calling hand-checking plays by defen-
sive players in a stricter manner.
The new written rule states a defen-
sive player keeping his hand or fore-
arm on an opponent, putting two hands 
on an opponent, jabbing at an opponent 
with a forearm, or using an arm to im-
pede a ball dribbler’s progress will be 
whistled immediately for a foul.
“The whole hand checking thing, 
we’re trying as a team and individu-
ally as players to adjust because I feel 
like for a lot of  us, it’s in the back of  
our heads not to get the foul, so we just 
kind of let the offensive players score,” 
redshirt senior guard Vee Sanford 
said after the Findlay game. “You all 
saw the refs were pretty quick to blow 
the whistle. Each player is trying to get 
over that but it’s hard.”
Four players were disqualified 
from foul trouble between Findlay 
and Dayton Saturday, and another 
six ended the game with four fouls. A 
pair of  freshmen forwards, Dayton’s 
Kendall Pollard and Findlay’s Tyler 
Stern-Tucker, were the only players 
not called for multiple fouls.
“It’s amazing,” senior forward 
Devin Oliver said. “We’re complaining 
about a lot of them, and some of them 
could have been bad, but you can’t 
blame the refs. We have to learn to ad-
just in the change to the way they’re 
calling it, because that’s the new rules, 
and that’s how it’s going to be.”
Most of the reaction to the new em-
phasis has been toward the defensive 
side of  the ball, but Sanford said he 
knows how it can affect the offensive 
portion of a team’s attack too. Dayton 
presents itself  as a team that likes to 
drive and be aggressive toward the 
basket, creating numerous fouling op-
portunities already.
“That’s the double-edged sword,” 
Sanford said. “You get to the foul line, 
but you don’t want the other team to 
get to the foul line a lot as well. It’s a 
whole adjustment thing.”
There are other rule changes this 
season, including clarification on 
block-charge calls. Rule 4-17.4.d states 
a defender must now be set in his po-
sition prior to the ball handler going 
“airborne” to shoot or pass to establish 
a legal guarding position, which should 
help decrease the amount of fouls seen 
as “flops” during a game.
Also, elbows above the head that are 
deemed incidental can now be called as 
only a common foul and not automati-
cally flagrant. Officials are also no lon-
ger required to give a visible 10-second 
count for back-court violations, with 
the shot clock being used to count in-
stead, unless it’s not available.
The hand-check call has been the 
takeaway though from exhibition 
games around the country. The first 
real look at its effect will come on the 
first day of the regular season around 
the country Friday, Nov. 8, and for Day-
ton Saturday, Nov. 9, against Indiana 
Purdue-Fort Wayne.
According to Miller, the game has 
already changed. He doesn’t see it as 
a bad thing though, with his team be-
ing able to learn more about its own 
depth and getting players in spots they 
wouldn’t normally be used to playing 
on the floor.
Miller said he knows 70 fouls and 96 
free throw attempts bring a new chal-
lenge to navigate through.
“That’s a good thing for us because 
we got to learn a little bit about how it’s 
going to get called at different times,” 
Miller said. “... That’s a lot of different 
rotations in the flow of the game. So 
we’re going to have to look at it and I 
think the big thing is ... being able to 
show the opportunities on what we can 




















































Pierre makes ESPN 




















































Scoochie Smith A-10  
Rookie of the Year
FLYER NEWS STAFF PICKS AND PREDICTIONS 2013-2014
Sophomore forward Dyshawn Pierre (21) gets fouled on his way to the 
basket during an exhibition game against the University of Findlay, Saturday, 
Nov. 2, at UD Arena. ETHAN KLOSTERMAN/PHOTO EDITOR
“Big things tend to have small be-
ginnings.”
Though these are actor Michael 
Fassbender’s words from the movie 
“Prometheus”, I find the statement to 
be quite profound. From something 
as abstract as a single microbe de-
veloping into the world around us, to 
individual initiatives at sustainability 
becoming collective, community-wide 
efforts, Fassbender’s words hold true.
I’ve found, in general observations, 
an assumption that the only time to 
be responsible with our carbon foot-
print is if  we drive Subarus with de-
cals advocating the active lifestyle, 
eat trail mix, and listen to folk music 
while sipping on an obscurely named 
beer. I’d like to counter this assump-
tion simply because this eco-friendly 
group’s interest in sustainability is a 
noble cause.
The constant reports of  the world’s 
energy use being too vast and out of  
control, along with ever-present cli-
mate changes, may make it seem like 
it’s too late to be sustainable and too 
much of  a monumental task. But how 
are goals accomplished? One task at 
a time. How can we make the world’s 
population more sustainable? Mindful 
habits born from individual efforts. 
Sustainability is just another word 
for responsibility and is seen in the ef-
ficient use of  utilities and the reduc-
tion of  waste meant for the landfill. 
I won’t bog down readers with sta-
tistics, but it’s important to put our 
energy waste into perspective. 
According to the California Energy 
Commission, an old showerhead – and 
let’s face it, houses in the Ghetto prob-
ably don’t have the most up-to-date 
energy systems – uses roughly 20-30 
gallons of  water in a 10-minute show-
er. Brushing our teeth as the water 
runs wastes two gallons per minute. 
Turning off  the water every time we 
soap up, or are brushing our teeth, 
can save money on utility bills and 
will cut water use in half. If  the major-
ity implements sustainable water us-
age it will help alleviate the pressures 
on our dwindling fresh water supply.
Another area of  energy abuse hap-
pens in our light fixtures and electri-
cal outlets. Because we’re detached 
from what actually powers our elec-
tricity, we don’t give much thought to 
the implications of  turning on light 
switches. During daylight hours, 
doesn’t it make sense to open the 
blinds and use the sun to illuminate 
our homes? Unplugging cords to ste-
reos and laptop chargers when they’re 
no longer being used also saves ener-
gy because, though the appliance may 
be off, energy is still flowing through 
the cord when it’s plugged in.
Food waste and general trash mate-
rial is another complex web trapping 
us in a vicious mess. According to the 
Environmental Protection Agency, 
one person produces roughly 4.4 
pounds of  trash a day. Most of  what 
defines our garbage is plastics of  vari-
ous forms and food scraps. Plastics 
can take decades, even hundreds of  
years, to decompose in a landfill. Try 
to buy glass-based products, which 
are more likely to be recycled and 
turned in to new products. 
According to the National Resourc-
es Defense Council, Americans throw 
away roughly $2,000 worth of  food. A 
solution would be to buy less or eat 
the food you bought within a week or 
so of  purchasing. When you eat, do 
your best to finish everything that’s 
on your plate, which has the potential 
to cut that 4.4 pounds worth of  trash 
in half. 
Initiating these small, individual 
efforts to be more responsible with 
energy use and waste production can 
snowball into an avalanche of  posi-
tive change. Even if  the world seems 
to be spinning out of  control, we can 




Word on the street...
“show class, have pride, and display character. if you do, winning 
takes care of itself. ”
-Paul “Bear” Bryant
U. Alabama footbal l  coach, 1913-1983 
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“Yes, I first heard about it at 
the new student orientation in 
August.”
“I’m not familiar with this, but I’m 
a grad student, so I don’t hear 




“I also heard about mitigating 
circumstances at the new student 
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What is it about the University of  Dayton that makes us proud to call it 
our second home?
Maybe it’s the cozy, brick-laden buildings and walkways, complemented 
by pampered shrubs and flowers, that really emphasize our notions of  what 
it means to live in a tight-knit community. Perhaps it is a certain academic 
program that entices our thoughts about potential career paths. Or maybe 
it’s the lure of  UD’s strong reputation for quality sports teams that grabs 
our attention. Whatever the reason, fellow Flyers seem to enjoy what the 
university has to offer. 
But recent events have shaken the pride of  the student body. Over the last 
two academic years we’ve experienced the passing of  students, collapsing 
floors in the neighborhoods, and the St. Patrick’s Day disturbance, among 
other controversies. These adversities have understandably rocked the core 
foundation of  Flyer pride and tremors are still felt. 
How can we accept the past, remember it, while moving on at the same 
time? How can we revive the Flyer Spirit and regain our deep sense of  
pride for UD, beyond the unwritten social traditions we experience on the 
weekends?
There may not be one definitive answer to these questions, but the 
editorial staff  at Flyer News has some suggestions for the student body to 
consider. 
Attending sporting events seems to be naturally ingrained in the psyche 
of  most college students as a means of  showing off  school spirit. As athletes 
gaze upon the stands to see a wave of  their school’s colors, a newfound 
motivation drives them to push their talents beyond the limits that have 
been placed upon them. This internal fire, ignited in the hearts of  athletes, 
burns as the roars of  students cheer them on to victory. But that only 
happens if  there are students to fill the seats, which, in many instances, 
remain empty.
Even in times of  trouble, schools around the country derive pride from 
their sports teams. Let’s initiate a fresh sense of  pride for the UD community 
by attending home games for UD’s men’s and women’s basketball teams, as 
they embark on another intense season of  dunks, dribbles and swooshes.
Flyer News is the student-run newspaper of  the University of  Dayton. It works to serve the campus 
community and offers a forum for opinion. The university makes no representations or warranties 
regarding products or services advertised in Flyer News. Flyer News reserves the right to edit or reject 
all copy. Flyer News does not necessarily uphold or advocate the opinions in the columns, letters or 
cartoons appearing in the opinion pages. Send 50- to 600-word letters to the editor at editor@
udayton.edu. Submissions must include name, major, year and phone number.
ourpolicy
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First, there was Britney Spears, 
then Lindsay Lohan … now, there’s 
Miley Cyrus. These three women have 
not only created a new definition of  
crazy, but also shattered any form of  
respect for my generation. However, 
Britney and Lindsay have “turned 
around” and recognized their behav-
ior. Miley Cyrus, on the other hand, 
decided to keep the Draco Malfoy look 
from Harry Potter and remixed it with 
a little gangster. 
I am appalled, and not only as a 
woman, because she has literally ob-
jectified us. Miley has placed a label on 
our generation. Her music and reputa-
tion make it seem as if  “we can’t stop 
and we won’t stop,” when in reality, we 
can. Do not get me wrong, I love a good 
party, but when it comes to finals the 
only club that I will be frequenting is 
Club Roesch. Popping Molly, twerking 
and sticking your tongue out all the 
time does not show that you respect 
yourself.  Cyrus is promoting promis-
cuity, raciness, and uncontrollable 
behavior.
 For a while I have kept my silence 
about Miley Cyrus, because there are 
so many other celebrities that people 
are worshipping today that I do not un-
derstand either. However, that changed 
when I read Ashley Niemeier’s article 
“Cyrus deserves commendation, not 
condemnation” in Issue 9 of  Flyer 
News. My own interpretation of Nie-
meier’s article is that her opinion is 
that Cyrus deserves recognition of  
courage and a congratulatory, taste-
ful reaction to her vibrant and sensa-
tional personality. I did not know it 
takes courage to bend over in front of  
millions, dress skimpy, or to stick your 
tongue out. I must not be courageous 
since I do not do any of those things. 
This was very shocking to hear this 
opinion. Can we be honest? If there was 
a student on campus who dressed the 
way Miley Cyrus does, talked, acted the 
same way and she ran for a position in 
the Student Government Association 
or applied to be a resident assistant, 
would she get the position? I highly 
doubt that she would. I understand 
the point of letting people do what they 
want to do, however, what she did at the 
2013 Video Music Award’s was slightly 
disrespectful. Being a woman of color 
and seeing other women who look like 
me dressed as bears is uncomfortable. 
Moreover, the fact that the majority of  
Americans now associate twerking, 
originally a Jamaican term performed 
by people of  my descent, with Miley 
Cyrus is upsetting. I think we can stop 
and should stop supporting celebrities 
like Miley Cyrus before the youth in fu-
ture generations believe that popping 
molly and partying is the only way to 
enjoy life.
On Oct. 15, journalist Emily Yoffe 
published an article on Slate Maga-
zine‘s website regarding the correla-
tion between sexual assault and al-
cohol intake. The headline of  Yoffe’s 
article, “College Women: Stop Getting 
Drunk,” points victim-blaming; how-
ever, the two pages of content point to-
ward the bottle of vodka in the hands 
of both victim and perpetrator. 
Fires of infuriated responses have 
burned steadily since Oct. 15 on blogs, 
in magazines and on social media 
sites.  Comments on the article page 
itself ignited the debate. One comment 
criticized, “What’s wrong with telling 
boys that it’s never OK to rape?  Oh, I 
guess that would be hard.” Some critics 
turned to the blog site Tumblr, derail-
ing the article as “gross,” “awful” and 
a “victim-blaming nightmare.” Femi-
nisting, a feminist blog, decried the 
article as a “rape denialism manifesto.”
I am a feminist.  I see victim-blaming 
as a serious issue in today’s culture, but 
the fact of the matter is alcohol clouds 
our judgment, our memory and the 
blame.
We can’t solve rape by pointing fin-
gers at the victim, at the perpetrator or 
at the bottle of vodka; we can’t easily 
eradicate the “male culture of sexual 
entitlement” that Yoffe addressed in 
her response. The reality is that we can 
only begin to solve rape by educating, 
by actually doing something about it.
Yoffe’s article is clear saying, “Per-
petrators are the ones responsible for 
committing their crimes, and they 
should be brought to justice.”  We can 
skim over this article as anti-feminist 
and throw it into the proverbial mi-
sogynistic trash, but if  we examine 
the original article alongside journal-
ist Ann Friedman’s response in New 
York Magazine, “Men: Stop Getting 
Drunk,” the message is “totally clear.” 
Binge drinking is dangerous.
Binge drinking, for females, is con-
sidered four or more drinks on one 
occasion and, for males, five or more, 
according to the Center for Disease 
Control and Prevention.
As defined by Antonia Abbey in the 
Department of Community Medicine 
at Wayne State University, in the jour-
nal “Alcohol-Related Sexual Assault: A 
Common Problem among College Stu-
dents,” sexual assault is the “full range 
of forced sexual acts including forced 
touching or kissing, verbally coerced 
intercourse and physically forced vagi-
nal, oral or anal penetration.”  Rape is 
defined as “some type of penetration 
due to threat of force, lack of consent, 
or inability to give consent due to age, 
intoxication or mental status.”
According to Abbey’s journal, ap-
proximately 54 percent of women in a 
study of over 6,000 students across 32 
colleges reported experiencing some 
form of sexual assault.
I am by no means dismissing male 
victims; rape and sexual assault re-
search just primarily focuses on the 
estimated 95 percent of  victims, who 
are female, as cited by Abbey’s journal.
At least 50 percent of these sexual 
assaults on college campuses are as-
sociated with alcohol (74 percent of  
the perpetrators and 55 percent of the 
victims in a nationally representative 
sample).
These statistics do not prove or im-
ply alcohol causes rape or sexual as-
sault, nor does the journal (or Yoffe’s 
article).  These statistics do prove that 
rape and sexual assault on college cam-
puses is a serious issue and that alcohol 
exacerbates it. The issue festers in this 
muddied puddle of  alcohol, but it is 
entangled in deeply rooted gender role 
expectations, sexual norms and binge 
drinking culture.
According to Abbey’s journal, 
when under the influence of alcohol, 
complex cognitive abilities like inter-
preting subtle social stimuli are im-
paired.  The male, assigned the role of  
sexual interaction “inciter,” waits for 
the female, assigned the role of sexual 
interaction “limiter,” to control the in-
teraction.  When under the influence 
of alcohol, a kiss is easily misconstrued 
as an invitation for more and “no” is 
easily misconstrued as “convince me.” 
Women are subjugated to this passive, 
responsive role and, subsequently, 
find themselves silencing and blaming 
themselves for the perceived failure to 
respond to these situations correctly.  
Alcohol is a source of  shame for 
victims and an excuse for perpetrators. 
Sixty-two percent of  perpetrators at-
tributed alcohol as the reason for their 
rape, as cited by Abbey’s journal, and 
perpetrators are more likely to use it as 
an excuse again.
We need to decimate the “I did it 
because I was drunk” excuse and 
strengthen the relationship between 
sexual assault training and alcohol 
education at UD.
In my next column, I’ll examine the 
relationship between binge drinking 
and sexual assault at UD, and evaluate 
the steps that the administration has 
taken and should take to educate stu-
dents about this critical issue.
AMANDA DEE
A&E Staff Writer, Sophomore
Three steps to end semester stress-free
The ‘Wrecking Ball’ of our generation




For many of  us, October and No-
vember are the busiest months of the 
semester. Midterms that are supposed 
to take one week get strung over the 
entire month of  October, the organi-
zations you are involved in start to get 
extra busy, final projects, papers and 
portfolios get assigned, and professors 
try to cram as much information as 
possible into the remaining time. Ad-
ditionally, if  you’re an engineer, like 
me, or a senior, you’re searching for a 
co-op position or a full-time job.
Keeping up with all of  this, not to 
mention the constant flow of  home-
work you still have, can be extremely 
challenging and stressful. Making sure 
you keep a level head while working 
through the remaining weeks of  the 
semester is important and limiting 
your stress level is key. With that in 
mind, here are some of the best ways 
I’ve found to relieve stress.
There’s a reason the RecPlex is open 
24 hours during final exam week: ex-
ercise cuts down on stress. This was 
something I had always been told, but I 
never really believed it until my fresh-
man year. Just going to the gym for 15 
minutes can help you feel less stressed, 
not to mention the fact that exercising 
helps increase your memory, makes 
you more productive and sharpens 
your focus, all of  which are perfect 
when you feel overloaded by work. 
Don’t want to go to the gym? You don’t 
have to. Take a run around campus, 
rent a bike from the RecPlex or just go 
on a walk. Just getting up and moving 
can make a huge difference.
The next strategy is plain and sim-
ple: don’t do all of your work at once! It 
might seem like a good idea to sit down 
and finish all of your studying at one 
time instead of spreading it out over a 
couple days, but trust me, it’s not. Your 
mind needs a break from studying, and 
it can be even more stressful to try and 
complete three or four different assign-
ments in one sitting rather than taking 
a day or two. Spreading your work out 
will not only help to keep you stress-
free, but you’ll be more likely to do each 
assignment right.
Along with not doing all of  your 
work in one sitting, make sure to give 
yourself a break. You’ll need time for 
your brain to refresh before starting 
a new topic or even revisiting an old 
topic. Whether your idea of  a break 
is hanging out with friends, watching 
TV or even taking a nap, just be sure 
to think about yourself while studying. 
Keeping your brain fresh will help pre-
vent stress with studying in the future.
Making sure you aren’t stressed is 
the best way to succeed in a semester, 
especially as it starts to wind down. You 
don’t have to try all of these; even just 
one of  the things I’ve listed can help 
you a great deal. On the other side, 
though, make sure you don’t forget 
about your other work by taking too 
many breaks or having that 15-minute 
nap turn into a two-hour nap. It’s all 
about balance, so make sure you finish 




Connection between drinking, sexual assault
SPORTS
UD wins 11th A10 championship
The University of  Dayton wom-
en’s soccer team heads into the 
Atlantic 10 Championship, which 
will be held at Virginia Common-
wealth University at Sports Back-
ers Stadium from Thursday, Nov. 
7, through Sunday, Nov. 10, as the 
tournament’s top seed.
“It feels great to be in the tour-
nament and it feels great to be the 
number one seed,” head coach 
Mike Tucker said.
The Flyers finished their regu-
lar season after splitting a pair of  
matches to finish A10 play, going 
7-1-0 in the league and 12-5-1 in the 
regular season.
To add to that strong record, 
sophomore defender Megan Herr, 
senior defender Sarah Senoyuit, 
senior midfielder Juliana Lib-
ertin and senior defender Meghan 
Scharer were recently awarded 
academic all-district honors. 
The team suffered its first loss 
of  the A10 season at La Salle Uni-
versity 2-0 Friday, Nov. 1. This loss 
snapped UD’s streak of  11 consecu-
tive games with a goal.
“The loss just motivated us 
to come back stronger and work 
harder in our last game,” fresh-
man defender Kathleen Golterman 
said.
However, in its final game of  the 
regular season, the team took on 
Saint Joseph’s University, winning 
the match 3-2.
“Offensively, when we work 
hard and do what we are supposed 
to do, we are pretty good,” Tucker 
said.
The team won its 11th regular 
season title and will be looking to 
capture a fourth A10 Champion-
ship during the upcoming tourna-
ment.
The teams participating in this 
Championship include: La Salle, 
Saint Louis University, George 
Washington University, VCU, Day-
ton, the University of  Massachu-
setts, St. Bonaventure University 
and George Mason University.
UD will start by facing VCU 
Thursday at 5 p.m. Ranked as the 
eighth seed, the Rams finished the 
season 8-7-3 overall.
Also Thursday, La Salle, who 
finished as the second seed, will 
open with a game against George 
Washington and Saint Louis will 
take on Massachusetts.
St. Bonaventure, who finished 
with a 7-9-1 overall record, will be 
playing the newest member of  the 
A10, George Mason. GMU finished 
with a 7-10-1 record overall.
The matches played Thursday 
will dictate who will play again in 
the tournament and who will ad-
vance to the semi finals Nov. 8 and 
potentially the final championship 
round, which will take place Sun-
day, Nov. 10 at 1 p.m.
The winner will be receiving an 
automatic bid to the NCAA Tour-
nament, which begins Nov. 15.
“It’s a little bit scary because 
the tournament is single elimina-
tion, but I’m just excited to be at 
the tournament because it’s my 
first time,” Golterman said. 
The winners from the first part 
of  the tournament between La Sal-
le-GW and SLU-UMass will play in 
the first semifinal Friday at 5 p.m. 
Additionally, the winners from 
the second half  of  Thursday’s 
matches, which includes Dayton-
VCU and St. Bonaventure-GMU 
matches, will play in the second 
semifinal, Friday at 7:30 p.m.
“There’s lot of  excitement, but 
you have to rely on what you have 
done all year and hope the girls 
take their best into the tourna-
ment,” Tucker said.
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Sophomore midfielder Ashley Camp-
bell (8) and senior defender Meghan 
Scharer (25) cheer during a game 
against the University of Richmond, 




Pl  Team Ovr     Pts A-10 Pts
  W-L-T W-L-T
1 SLU 10-4-2  32 4-0-2   14
2 Geo. Mason 9-2-3    30 4-0-2  14
3 VCU 9-5-2    29 4-1-1   13
4 La Salle 6-7-3    21 3-2-1  10
5 Duquesne 8-7-0    24 3-3-0  9
6 UMass 4-11-1  13 3-3-0  9
7 Dayton  12-2-2  38 2-2-2  8
8 GW 5-8-2    17 2-2-2  8
9 St. Bonnie 8-7-2    26 2-3-1  7
10 Fordham 5-9-1    16 2-3-1  7
11 St. Joe’s 3-8-5    14 1-5-0  3
12 Rhode Island 2-12-0   6 0-6-0  0
A-10 Women’s Soccer
Pl  Team               Ovr      Pts A-10 Pts
  W-L-T W-L-T
1 Dayton 12-5-1  37 7-1-0  21
2 La Salle 13-4-2 41 5-2-1  16
3 Saint Louis 6-10-2 20 5-2-1  16
4 St. Bonnie 7-9-1   22 4-4-0  12
5 Geo. Mason 7-10-1 22 4-4-0  12
6 VCU 8-7-3   35 3-2-1  11
7 GW 7-5-5   26 3-3-2  11
8 UMass 7-8-3   24 3-3-2  11
9 St. Joe’s 7-8-3   24 3-4-1  10
10 Richmond 6-9-3   21 3-4-1  10
11 Fordham 5-9-3   18 3-4-1  10
12 Duquesne 6-9-2   20 2-5-1  7
13 URI 6-12-0 18 1-7-0  3
Pioneer Football League
Pl  Team               Ovr PFL
1 Butler           7-3 5-1
2 Marist        6-3 5-1
3 San Diego      6-3 5-1
4 Mercer            8-1 4-1
5 Dayton 6-3 4-2
6 Drake                    5-4 4-2
7 Jacksonville            4-5 3-3
8 Morehead St.    3-6 3-3
9 Campbell 2-7 1-5
10 Valparaiso 1-8 1-5
11 Stetson 1-7 0-5
12 Davidson 0-9 0-6
A-10 Volleyball
Pl  Team               Ovr A-10
1 VCU 24-5 11-1
2 Duquesne 15-9 9-2
3 GW 13-11 8-2
4 SLU 10-15 6-4
5 Rhode Island 13-14 5-6
6 Dayton 11-12 5-6
7 Fordham 9-17 2-8
8 Geo. Mason 6-19 2-9




11/8 UMass      3pm
11/10 URI   2pm
Volleyball
11/8 La Salle*      7pm
Football
11/9 Drake      2pm
Men’s Basketball 
11/9 IPFW*        2pm
11/13 St. Francis (PA.)*     7pm
 
*Home Game
ATLANTIC 10 & PIONEER STANDINGS




to get you moving again
wrightstateortho.org 
937.208.2091
Experiencing bone or joint pain? The 
specialists at Wright State Orthopaedics 
are uniquely trained to get you moving 
again. 
We specialize in the following:
■ Hip and knee replacement




■ Shoulder and elbow
■ Hand
■ Trauma
In addition to nine locations in the 
Dayton area, we are conveniently 
located at Miami Valley Hospital 
(30 E. Apple St., Suite 2200). 
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Footbal l
It was a tale of  two halves for 
the University of  Dayton football 
team in a 33-30 loss at the hands of  
Butler University Saturday, Nov. 2, 
at Welcome Stadium.
The Bulldogs outscored the Fly-
ers, who went into the half  with a 
27-13 lead, by 17 points and out-
gained UD in total yards 203-86 in 
the second half.
Both teams entered the game 
with 4-1 conference records and in 
a four-way tie for first in the PFL. 
With conference championship 
implications on the line, Dayton’s 
title hopes took a large blow in the 
second half  thanks to an ineffec-
tive offense marred by injures to 
two of  UD’s key offensive weapons.
An injury during UD’s first of-
fensive series of  the game to red-
shirt sophomore running back 
Connor Kacsor plagued the Flyer’s 
rushing attack and allowed But-
ler’s defense to limit UD to a field 
goal in the second half.
Adding to the injury woes, se-
nior quarterback Will Bardo left 
the game in the fourth quarter 
with an apparent right leg injury 
when UD was already trailing by 
three.
“We got out there and had a 
great first half,” head coach Rick 
Chamberlin said. “In the second 
half, they stepped it up a bit, their 
defense did. They started stopping 
our offense.  It hurts though, when 
you don’t have Connor.”
The Dayton medical staff  held 
Kascor out for the final three quar-
ters of  the game over concerns of  
a possible concussion stemming 
from a big hit the team’s leading 
rusher took. He entered Saturday 
with four consecutive games with 
at least 100 yards rushing.
After rumbling for a 27-yard 
rush on his first carry that helped 
set up UD’s opening touchdown, 
the loss of  Kacsor for the remain-
der of  the game allowed the Butler 
defense to key on Bardo and the 
Dayton passing attack.
With Kacsor sidelined in the 
second half, the UD offense also 
struggled in the short yardage sit-
uations where he had been so ef-
fective in the first eight games of  
the season. Dayton converted just 
2 of  11 third downs in the game.
“When it’s 3rd-and-3 and we 
need to get a first, [Connor] would 
find a way to get that first down. 
We missed that today,” Chamber-
lin said.
UD’s rushing attack also suf-
fered from senior tailback Rob 
Washington’s ankle injury, allow-
ing the Bulldogs to outgain the 
Flyers 98-9 on the ground in the 
second half.
On the defensive side of  the ball, 
Dayton had trouble containing the 
reigning PFL player of  the year, 
Butler senior quarterback Matt 
Lancaster.
“Defensively, we just couldn’t 
stop Matt Lancaster. He made 
some plays today,” Chamberlin 
said.
Lancaster finished the day 18 of  
27 passing for 232 yards and two 
touchdowns. He also rushed for 
game highs of  121 yards and two 
touchdowns.
After Lancaster’s one-yard run 
gave Butler a 30-27 lead with 12:17 
to go, the UD offense responded 
by driving the ball down the field 
against the Butler defense before 
on a 2nd-and-13 at Butler’s 16-yard 
line, Bardo went down grasping 
his leg on a Bulldog sack.
With 11:02 left in the fourth 
quarter, he exited the game, helped 
off  the field by UD medical person-
nel,  leaving redshirt sophomore 
quarterback Luke Johnson next 
in line to take the remaining snaps 
under center for the Flyers.
On the play following Bardo’s 
injury, needing to get to the But-
ler 3-yard line for a first down, the 
Bulldogs held UD to a field goal 
attempt when Johnson’s pass to 
senior wide receiver Gabe Macis 
came up short of  the sticks. A 25-
yard field goal from sophomore 
kicker William Will knotted up 
the score at 30 with 8:12 remaining.
The Butler offense would re-
spond with a field goal of  its own 
and regained a 33-30 lead with 3:29 
to go.
In need of  a touchdown and with 
no timeouts remaining, the Dayton 
offense took over with 2:01 to go on 
their own 12-yard line.
The Dayton offense, sans Bardo, 
who engineered a comeback drive 
against the University of  San Di-
ego in a similar situation, had to 
move the ball into field goal posi-
tion if  they had any hope to tie the 
game in the final two minutes.
Chamberlin offered a few words 
of  advice to his young quarter-
back, telling him, “to play within 
himself. Do what you practice all 
week and be composed.”
On the first play of  the drive, 
Johnson found senior wide re-
ceiver Gary Hunter to move the 
chains, but three plays later his 
team found itself  in a 4th-and-3 
on its own 29 with the game on the 
line.
Johnson completed a pass to 
Macis, but the Butler defense 
stopped him short of  the first 
down marker, sealing the win and 
putting Dayton’s PFL title hopes in 
a huge hole.
UD dropped to 4-2 in the PFL 
and fifth place in the conference 
standings behind four teams with 
one loss each.
After a disappointing loss on 
senior night and their last game 
in front of  their home fans, Cham-
berlin said he now looks to his se-
niors for leadership in the upcom-
ing weeks.
“There’s still two games to 
play,” Chamberlin said. “It’s up to 
our seniors to make sure that our 
team responds the right way.”
Dayton will go on the road to 
finish its regular season, starting 
at Drake University Saturday, Nov. 
9, at 1 p.m. at Drake Stadium in Des 
Moines, Iowa.
Senior quarterback Will Bardo fumbles during a game against Butler University, Saturday, Nov. 2, at Welcome Stadium. The Flyers recovered the 
fumble, but lost the game 33-30 to fall out of first place in the Pioneer Football League standings. ETHAN KLOSTERMAN/PHOTO EDITOR
Chris bendel
Asst. Sports Editor
INJURIES DOWN FLYERS IN TOUGH LOSS TO BUTLER
